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COURSE DESCRIPTION
Identification, development, and evaluation of methods for encouraging communities to participate in public health interventions with emphasis on the theoretical basis for communication strategies, and on the design, implementation, and evaluation of health communications programs. Case studies draw on examples from television, radio, print, drama, and other communications media.

OBJECTIVES: At the completion of the course, the participant will be able to:
1. Define fundamental concepts in public health communications with specific knowledge of potential ethical issues and how to develop a reasoned response.
2. Describe theories and methods for behavior change and persuasion and their application for public health.
3. Identify major communications problems that social marketers face and strategies to overcome these hurdles.
4. Define the steps to construct and evaluate a social marketing campaign designed to improve the health of specific populations.
5. Have had the opportunity to strengthen their verbal, aural, and written communications skills.
6. Describe standard techniques for working with public health, government, community-based, and journalistic audiences.

REQUIRED READINGS
There is no required text. See class schedule below for each week’s readings, videos, or webcasts.

Readings are due on the date listed. I will assume that you will have read each week’s assignments and have prepared three “headlines (discussion points, questions, answers, etc.)” related to what you learned in those texts.. Headlines that bridge lessons from those readings to current public health issues are especially welcomed.

SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL READINGS


TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF CLASSES & ACTIVITIES
*Please note that this schedule is tentative and is subject to changes at the instructor’s discretion. Also, please know that guest speakers may be invited to complement the proposed class topics (dates TBD). For updates to this schedule, please check your e-mail and NYU Classes.

Part One: Fundamentals

January 28 - Introduction to class, participants, and the big picture

Readings and Resources

Assignment due 1/28/2013 at the beginning of class:

Submit a short professional profile include a photo of yourself (and, if you’d like, a phonetic pronunciation of your name) and let me know:

- Why are you seeking an MPH?
- When do you expect your degree?
- Why did you take this class?
- Do you have interest in a particular geographical region or public health topic?
- Is there anything I should know about you that would inform my teaching?

Please complete the following sentences:

- The best classes I’ve taken are the ones in which...
- I’ve gotten less out of classes in which...
- Professors can help me succeed by...
- My ideal job is...

February 4 - Ethics

Readings and Resources


Assignment due 2/4/2013 at the beginning of class:

Write a 2-page paper on:

- Your perspectives on communications priorities and challenges for the Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment with the legalization of marijuana

OR

- To allow you the flexibility to focus on your own areas of interest you can develop your own assignment a la the one above, writing a 2-page paper on: perspectives on communications priorities and challenges for the XX (insert region) Department of Health & Environment in relation to XX (major health challenge).

This exercise is meant to demonstrate your communication style and concerns as a public health expert-in-training.

February 11 - Change theory and persuasion

Readings and Resources
Assignment due 2/11/2013 at the beginning of class:
Please submit topic and group composition for group assignment.

February 25 - Challenges and solutions

Readings and Resources


Part Two: Social Marketing

March 4 - Planning and Strategy Development

Readings and Resources


March 11 - Developing and Pretesting

Readings and Resources


March 25 - Implementing the Program

Readings and Resources


**Assignment due 3/25/2013 at the beginning of class:**
Groups present 5-7 minute oral overview and submit written (using templates provided):

• Communication Program Plan
• Sample Promotion Plan
• Partnership Plan
• Evaluation Plan
• Strategy Statement/Creative Brief

April 1 - Assessing Effectiveness

**Readings and Resources**


**Assignment due 4/1/2013 at the beginning of class:**
Please submit thoughtful, tactful team evaluations of each member of your project team.

April 8 – New technologies

**Readings and Resources**


**Part Three: Communications Partners**

April 15 - Communicating with government and community groups for policy change and information utilization

**Readings and Resources**


April 22 - Communicating with the public health community

**Readings and Resources**


April 29 – Communicating with each other

**Readings and Resources**


May 8 – Communicating with the media

**Readings and Resources**


May 16 – Communications and public private partnerships

**Readings and Resources**

Student assignment due on May 16 at the beginning of class. Based on group project findings submitted on April 29, each student will submit a:

- Press release
- Conference abstract
- Research abstract
- Blog post

Please include 3 venues where you will submit your work and your rationale for selecting these particular outlets.

May 20 - Final project presentation and course review
PLEASE NOTE: THE TIME FOR THIS SESSION HAS BEEN RE-SCHEDULED BY NYU FOR 6-7:50 PM

Group presentations due on 5/20 at beginning of class. Groups give 5 - 7 minute final project report and submit 2-3 page final review. (A detailed description of this assignment will be distributed in April.)

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR
Diane Rubino is an international public health and social change communications professional. She has more than 20 years of experience coaching colleagues in the development of audience-centered communications. Diane has worked with social and biomedical scientists; public health, human rights, and women’s empowerment NGOs; international, national, and community organizations; and government officials in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle East. She creates knowledge management, dissemination, and marketing strategies with the aim of making the world more peaceful, humane, and healthy. Diane earned her BA and MA from New York University.

ABOUT THE TEACHING/LEARNING STRATEGY
The process for teaching/learning in this class is loosely based on an innovative pedagogical style epitomized by The Khan Academy (www.khanacademy.org). In this paradigm, the typical education strategy is flipped. Learning will take place at home and work is done by groups in the classroom to reveal strengths and gaps in student knowledge by providing a forum to apply the lessons. Thus authentic engagement is valued greatly and absences cannot be excused.

In this educational model, being fully “present” in the classroom is essential. Texting, emailing, or any other digital communications that do not pertain to class are not permitted. If you must be in touch with someone during the class time, please leave the room to do so. Because laptops pose a distraction for you and those around you, I prefer that you do not use them in this class.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
Please note that all grades are final, and no extra credit is allowed.

ASSIGNMENTS
- 5% of grade is a 2-page paper, due on the second week of class. Students will be graded on their originality, writing skill, and ability to apply public health learning to the topic.

- 15% of grade is classroom engagement. What this means is when the professor calls on you (and you will be called on frequently throughout the semester) you will be able to demonstrate knowledge of that week’s readings and, where appropriate, connect current themes back to topics discussed earlier in the semester.

- 25% individual presentation. To bolster individual communication skills, an overview of the readings due that week will be summarized by a student or students in a 15 minute oral presentation. If you have a particular interest in one of the topics, let me know and I will assign you to summarize that week’s readings. Well-done, concise handouts developed by the student or resources from other authors that appropriately supplement the lessons learned are encouraged.

Students who need additional support are encouraged to solicit input from instructor at least two days in advance of the presentation

- 35% group project and presentation. You will work with a small group of students (3-4) on the group assignments which consist of 2 short papers and 2 short presentations.

- 5% is your participation in the group evaluation. Evaluation and self-evaluation of the group work and collaboration is required part of the grade in this course. Do not shy away from being honest about teammates’ participation—an important part of being a public health professional is the capacity to communicate colleagues’ strengths and weaknesses with tact.

- 15% media project. Referring back to your group project, use your test messages to develop a communications piece, as part of this assignment include the test messages at the top of the document.

EXPLANATION OF GRADING CRITERIA
For all assignments, the following grading scale is used:

A = Exceeds expectations: Professional-quality in terms of the criteria being examined. Demonstrates mastery of the concepts and material and a level of quality that would be considered expected, if not exemplary, in a professional setting.

B = Meets expectations: A very high-quality product, with all important aspects of the criteria being demonstrated. Small or minor errors may still be seen, or sometimes explanations may not be as clear and concise as they could be when discussing concepts or theories. With some minor edits or changes, this could be something suitable for submission in a professional setting.

C = Nearly meets expectations: Although the basic ideas and points are evident, some basic errors in writing and/or understanding and applying concepts show more study is needed to reach proficiency. There are either numerous small issues or errors that need to be fixed, or a small number of fairly large issues that would have to be worked on before this could be submitted in a professional setting.

D = Does not meet expectations: A lack of understanding of concepts or theories is evident, including theories wrongly explained or applied. The work may also suffer from poor copy editing or proofreading, or other writing issues that impede clarity. Major reworking would need to be done in a number of areas before this could meet professional standards.

Written assignments will be assessed for:
• Overall understanding of the purpose of the assignment/compliance with assignment’s instructions
• Writing skill – logic, clarity, insight
• Level of understanding of and ability to apply classroom lessons learned and other evidence, as appropriate
• Accuracy of information (e.g., reliance on credible sources, depth of research, use of primary sources via interviews with key influential professionals in the field you are researching) Coherence and consistency of arguments (and facts that support them)

In addition to the above criteria, oral presentations will be assessed for:

• Presentation skills and style
• Slide deck
• Appropriate hand outs
• Purposeful engagement with audience

• Group oral presentations will also be judged for cohesiveness; Logical “bridging”/transitions from one team member to the next; Team’s ability to support each team member in answering questions/making complex points.

**Individual Grade for Group Work**
Since students will be assessed by their team, everyone will be required to evaluate themselves and grade other group members using these criteria:

• Attendance/Dependability
• Quality of Contribution
• Shared Workload/Quantity of Contribution
• Team Player / Diplomacy skills

**Make-up and Late Assignments Policy**
A general rule to follow is that missed and late assignments will not receive full credit. Late or missing assignments will score 5% less per every day they are late. There would be only one (1) exception per group and would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. If you know you will be absent when an assignment is due or are late with your part of a group assignment, please contact me prior to the due date to make arrangements. Also, please inform me of alternative plans that have been agreed upon by your group members. There will be only one (1) excused absence per student.

**STUDENT EXPECTATIONS: REGISTRATION AND ENROLLMENT**
All students in the NYU MPH program are expected to understand and adhere to certain policies and procedures concerning registration and enrollment in courses while matriculated in the program. We expect that all students will:

(a) review and adhere to the University Registrar policies and deadlines concerning course add/drop/withdraw as outlined online at http://www.nyu.edu/registrar/. Exceptions will be made only under extraordinary circumstances (i.e. beyond the student’s control). All requests for exceptions to Registrar policies must be made in writing and submitted to the Director of Administration.

(b) review and adhere to the University Bursar policies and deadlines concerning tuition, fees, arrears and refunds as outlined online at http://www.nyu.edu/bursar/. Exceptions will be made only under extraordinary circumstances (i.e. beyond the student’s control). All requests for exceptions to Bursar policies must be made in writing and submitted to the Director of Administration.
(c) understand that it is his/her responsibility to register for courses in a timely manner. It is highly recommended that all students register for courses as soon as registration on Albert begins. The program can not guarantee enrollment in courses that are closed due to maximum enrollment.

(d) be responsible for any financial, administrative and/or personal arrangements that might affect proper and timely course registration. Such arrangements might include such things as financial aid, immunizations, visa status, and employer work arrangements.

(e) be officially registered for all courses for which they are planning to attend. If exceptional circumstances (i.e. beyond the student’s control) prevent proper course registration by the first day of class, the student is expected to communicate with both the instructor and Director of Administration for approval to join the class until official registration takes place. Under no circumstances should students be attending classes for which they are not officially registered after the second week of the semester.

(f) gain written approval from an instructor to join his/her class after the first week of classes.

(g) attend all scheduled classes for the course in which they are registered. In the event of a planned absence, students must discuss the absence with the course instructor immediately and in advance of the missed class, and will be responsible for any consequences that may result from the absence.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
The NYU Master of Public Health program values both open inquiry and academic integrity and are asked to sign a pledge of academic integrity at the start of the program. Students in the program are expected to follow standards of excellence set forth by New York University. Such standards include respect, honesty and responsibility. The program does not tolerate violations of academic integrity including:

- Plagiarism
- Cheating on an exam
- Submitting your own work toward requirements in more than one course without prior approval from the instructor
- Collaborating with other students for work expected to be completed individually
- Giving your work to another student to submit as his/her own
- Purchasing or using papers or work online or from a commercial firm and presenting it as your own work

Students are expected to familiarize themselves with the Program and University’s policy on academic integrity as they will be expected to adhere to such policies at all times – as a student and an alumni of New York University.

COMMUNICATING WITH THE INSTRUCTOR BETWEEN SESSIONS
Email communication with the instructor should be considered formal, similar to other business-style email correspondence. Please restrict your email correspondence to issues of class business and questions that are not answered on the syllabus. Please use appropriate capitalization, spell out words completely, and sign your complete name. I will usually be able to answer your emails within one day, except on weekends.

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
Any student attending NYU who needs an accommodation due to a chronic, psychological, visual, mobility and/or learning disability, or is Deaf or Hard of Hearing should register with the Moses Center for Students with Disabilities at 212 998-4980, 240 Greene Street, www.nyu.edu/csd.